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Multiparticle production processes are studied by a 
Monte Carlo simulation method based on the statistic ther-
modynamic three-cluster model. It is shown that there is a 
central dip on pseudorapidity (~ ) distributions assuming 
independent particle emission from each clusters. The 
results well reproduce the data of fs=540 and 900 GeV. The 
large effect of leading particles in these energy regions 
is reconfirmed, which is pointed out in our previous 
analysis. 
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Monte Carlo simulation methods for high energy collisions are 
very useful to follow the particle production processes step by 
step. In this regards simulations l - 3 ) for the random cut method1 ); 
the Chou-Yang model 4 ) and the dual parton model 5 ) well represented 
realistic behavior of final hadrons, using random branching 
method. However, they need so many parameters in the respective 
models corresponding to the variety of final states, therefore it 
is hard to understand global feature of production mechanism 
through these parameters. On the other hand we have investigated 
statistic thermodynamic theory on multiple production processes 
using three-cluster modeI 6 ), which has no adjustable parameter 
without cluster number. In this model we have energy correction 
term for the Koba-Nielsen-Olesen 7) function as follows: 
<n>Pn=[(27/2)z2 exp (-3z)][l-(3/2<n»(3z-6+2/z)+O(1/<n>2)], (1) 
where Pn is the distribution function for multiplicity nand 
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z=n/<n> means scaling parameter. Equation (1) has a energy depen-
dence through average multiplicity <n>. The above formula well 
reproduces the experimental data up to CERN collider energy 
regions. We have tried to see the three cluster model in more 
realistic picture8 ) on the rapidity space9 ). 
When we assume production of realistic three (central, 
projectile and target) clusters, we can classify a formation of 
them in ~ space into three cases in the following; (a) three 
clusters overlap each other in the whole rapidity region (Fig. 
1a), (b) they overlap partially, and there exists small overlap-
ping in the central region (Fig. Ib), (c) we find almost no over-
lapping between them (Fig. 1c). The data of inclusive ~ 
-distributions up to SPS Collider energies show the central 
rapidity plateau as in Fig. Ib (the dotted curve). Our model cal-
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Fig. 1 Rapidity distributions of hadrons produced 
from central (C), projectile (P) and target 
(T) clusters for the three cases. The dotted 
curve indicates total rapidity distribution. 
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culation of the multiplicity distributions in the respective ~ in-
tervals also indicates the formation of Fig.1b. It is also sug-
gested in our model that the leading particle effect grows up as 
energy increases, through the analysis of multiplicity distribu-
tions in various ~ windows 8 ). We suggested that average fractional 
energy of leading partic les <x> ........ 0.85 at ';-s=540 GeV, which is too 
large comparing with the value <x>=0.5- 0.6 at ISR energies. Here, 
it is interesting to play simulation for particle production 
processes on the basis of our simple cluster model and to see the 
leading particle effect on the momentum space. 
In this paper we demonstrate exclusive events for high energy 
pp collisions, using Monte Carlo method. We summarize our treat-
ment for the two step hadron formation processes based on the 
three-cluster model as follows: (1) At first we fix the average 
fractional energy <x> of leading particles, and determine two 
leading fractions. (2) Determine three cluster masses Mi (i=1,2,3) 
with probability density exp(-Mi/T)/T, where temperature T depends 
on initial collision energy. (3) Using the energy-momentum conser-
vation law, we get momenta of three clusters moving along the ini-
tial collision direction. On this stage we have to choose one 
momentum randomly which is undetermined even by the conservation 
law. (4) Finally, we impose isotropic n meson radiation from a 
cluster with the energy distribution function exp(-E/<E»/<E> in 
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Fig. 2 Pseudorapidity distributions at IS = 540 
and 900 GeV IO ). The lines show our results 
of simulation. 
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the rest sys tern of a cluster. Thi s energy distrl but. -'- (JL ~,,~. 
exponentially 
distributions. 
falling behavior of transverse momentum 
Through these treatments a number of times, we get realistic 
exclusive results. Hence we can get any information which we want 
to "observe" in inclusive or semi-inclusive events. In this short 
note we limit ourselves to see only ~ distributions with which we 
can see the characteristic feature of the cluster model. In Fig. 
2, we show our results which are consistent with the experimental 
data at ~s=540 and 900 GeV 10 ). In this analysis it becomes ap-
parent that two leading clusters (projectile and target ones) have 
important roles in the fragmentation region, because each clusters 
yields a peak at "l I "'- 2. It is stressed that we get average 
fractional energy for leading particles <x>=O.85 that is just a 
value we proposed former8 ) for ~s =540 GeV. Corrections for multi-
plicity distribution of Eq. 
simulation in many times. 
(1) will be given after doing this 
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